


Teaching is Coaching, Coaching is Teaching 
 

We as coaches do not want to just “coach”;  we 
should be “teaching” the athletes not only how 

to do a skill but why/when to do a skill.   
 
 



Knowledge is key to success in any sport   
 

Continual Feedback 
 

Positive Reinforcement 
 

Be Yourself, Stay Positive, Have Fun!!! 
   

Always learn, Challenge Yourself & Your Athletes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



¨  Pre-Season:  from the first practice until after 
the first tournament of season. 

¨  Mid Season:  from the first tournament of the 
season until 2-3 weeks before championships. 

¨  Championship Season:  the last 2-3 weeks of 
the season 



¨  Pre-Season Goals & Objectives 
¡  Swim conditioning/Leg conditioning 
¡  Team Building 
¡  Goals Setting 
¡  Foundations of Basic Offense/Defense 
¡  Introduce 6on5/5 on6 
¡  Fundamentals, Fundamentals, Fundamentals….. 

ú  Ball handling, passing, shooting 
ú  Movement in water with and with out ball 
ú  Individual Offense/Defense Techniques 



¨  Mid-Season Goals & Objectives 
¡  Continue conditioning (swimming and leg work) 
¡  ALWAYS work on fundamentals 
¡  Build on Team Defense/Team Offense 

ú  Stay Simple 
ú  One defense:  a few options from this base defense 
ú  One Offense:  a few options from this base offense 

¡  Develop 6 on5/5 on 6 
¡  Game Plan for weekends/opponents (training tools 

for future success) 
¡  Adapt as necessary related to game play 



¨  Championship Season Goals & Objectives 
¡  Taper towards championship tournament 
¡  ALWAYS work on fundamentals 
¡  Team Camaraderie!!! 
¡  Keep Offense/Defense simple, precise 
¡  Build on 6 on5/5 on6 
¡  Add Special Situation Plays (timeouts, etc.) 
¡  Game Plans should be in place with specific 

alterations for individual players/teams 
¡  Have Fun-this is where the hard work pays off 



¨  Early Week:  a lot of conditioning, film work (if 
possible), fundamentals, individual skill work, 
less scrimmaging 

¨  Mid Week:  less conditioning, team concepts, 
fundamentals, more controlled scrimmaging 

¨  End of Week:  little conditioning, team 
concepts, 6 on5/5on6, game situations, specific 
situation plays (timeouts, end of games, etc.) 



Before You Get Started 
¨  How Many Athletes?  Anyone leaving early? 
¨  Boys, Girls, both Boys/Girls? 
¨  Number of Balls for Athletes? (optimal one ball 

per athlete or at least one for two athletes) 
¨  Water Polo Caps? Using Game Caps? 
¨  Pool Space Available? 
¨  Length of Practice? 
¨  How Many Coaches? 
¨  Number of Practices per Week? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Practice Outlines 
¨  Always write practice outlines for a practice. 
¨  Sample Practice Plans (Section 3, Page 25)   
¨  All practices should have the same general form.  This 

allows for continuity from practice to practice. 
¨  Many of the drills in the warm-up, passing, shooting, 

etc. will be focused on the “skill work” for that day.  
¨  These outlines should be used as a guide for the 

practices.  
¨  Include Announcements, etc. 
¨  Always Keep it Simple!!!! 

  
 
 



Practice Outlines-General 
¨  Warm-up 
¨  Ball Handling in space or widths 
¨  Passing/Shooting 
¨  Skill Work 
¨  Controlled Scrimmage 
¨  Straight Scrimmage 

  
 
 



Practice Outlines-Sample 1 Hour Practice Schedule 
 
0:00  Warm-up/Conditioning/Ball-handling 

 (incorporate focus for practice) 
0:10  Passing (incorporate practice focus) 
0:20  Shooting (incorporate practice focus) 
0:30  Practice Focus for Day  

  (example:  counter attack, defense, etc.) 
0:40  Game/Controlled Scrimmage  

  (incorporate practice focus) 
  
  

  
 
 



Practice Outlines-Sample 2 Hour Practice Schedule 
 
0:00   Talk about basics for practice 
0:05   Warm-up (get body ready to work hard),  

  incorporate movement skills 
0:15  Conditioning/Ball-handling (incorporate focus for practice) 
0:30  Passing (incorporate practice focus) 
0:45  Shooting (incorporate practice focus) 
1:00  Practice Focus for Day  

  (Example:  counter attack, defense, etc.) 
1:20  Controlled Scrimmage (incorporate practice focus) 
1:40  Game Scrimmages (could do more conditioning,  

  time out plays, 6 on 5, etc.) 
  
  

  
 
 



Adjust & Adapt  
¨  Many times coaches will need to adjust and adapt 

their practice along the way depending on the 
number of athletes in practice, time constraints, etc.  

¨  Coaches need to be quick thinkers and make 
decisions for what is best for the athletes.   

¨  Coaches must be able to and willing to adjust and 
adapt as the practice progresses. 

¨  Always Keep it Simple!!!! 
  

   



¨  Coaches generally do their work during the week, and the 
fun part are the games.  For many coaches this is not the 
case.  Keep everything simple and in perspective.  Games 
are opportunities to learn and grow as individuals 
(including the coaches) and as team. 

 
¨  Always have a general game plan for the team.  Keep it 

Simple!!!  This can always be adapted for specific teams. 
 
¨  If possible, have your team scout an upcoming opponent.  

Watch for tendencies, opportunities to attack, etc. 
 
¨  If possible, scout the referees as well.  Know their tendencies 

and pass along to team.   



¨  First Game Meeting Time:  all athletes should be told to be at the pool 
one hour before their first game. Give the athletes a quick meeting and tell 
them when and how everyone would warm-up.  Keep it Simple!!! 

 
¨  Team Warm-up: all the athletes should warm-up as a group.  A simple 

warm-up is a 300 stretch-out, 200 kick, sprints, passing, shooting.  Keep 
the passing/shooting simple (make them use their legs and think).  The 
athletes need to think during their warm-up so they do not have to think 
during the game. 

 
¨  Pre-Game Talk:  Keep it simple, focus on DEFENSE and looking around.  

Possible cheer (if needed and be wary of cheering at the wrong time or 
too much). 

 
¨  Play Hard, Play Smart, Play Together:  six man offense and defense.  

Work together as a group not as individuals.  Win as a team or lose as a 
team.  Effort is rewarded with playing time.   



¨  Coach the bench more than you coach the pool.  When you call out a 
name it should be for them to help back, “Sarah” or go to offense early, 
“Sarah Go”.  Athletes should NOT look up at coach unless between goals.   

 
¨  Between Periods:  Keep it simple.  Talk about 2-3 things and be positive 

when needed.  Do not be afraid to be hard on the athletes, but you should 
always finish up saying something positive.   

 
¨  After the Game:  ALWAYS make the athletes shake hands, give little 

cheer for the other team (time permitting), cool down (4-6 lengths), and 
give a team talk.  Focus on 2-3 things which they did good and 2-3 things 
which they need to work on.  Always tell them when and where to meet 
before the next game.    

 
¨  Stay Positive:  keep it positive as much as possible & keep the kids 

working hard even in games which may be out of hand.  We can always 
win a quarter & athletes can always get better.  Step up to the challenge of 
playing better players & better teams!!! 



¨  Offense:  Keep it Simple, Encourage Athletes 
to Shoot and Be Aggressive, Depends on 
Defense 
¨  Center Based Offense 
¨  Motion Based Offense 

¨  Defense:  Water Polo is a Defensive Sport.  
Good Team Defense will lead to scoring 
opportunities. 
¨  Press Defense:  Front Center 
¨  Zone Defense:  Difference between Drop/Crash 



¨  Counter Attack:  Early Offense/Early Defense 
key to properly playing ahead of opponent.  
¨  React, Read, Attack   

¨  6 on 5/5 on 6:  Very important Part of the Game.  
Do not forget to practice. 
¨  4-2 and 3-3 Offense; Press Ball on Defense/Field Block 



Positive Cycle of Water Polo: 
¨  Good Team Defense… 
¨  Leads to Counter Attack… 
¨  Produces Offensive Opportunities… 
¨  Keeps the Other Team Busy… 
¨  Easier to Protect the Ball… 
¨  Allows Time to Get back on Defense… 
¨  Leads to Good Team Defense… 

 
 



¨  Movement 
¨  Eggbeater 
¨  Body Position 
¨  Ball-handling 
¨  Picking the Ball Up 
¨  Passing Position 
¨  Catching Position 
¨  Passing/Shooting: Veritcal/Off the Water 
¨  Controlled Scrimmages 
¨  Other 
 



¨  Make It Take It 
¨  2-3 Possessions & Counter Attack 
¨  1-Way, 2-Way, 3-Way Counter Scrimmage 
¨  Circle Scrimmage 
¨  Ejection Scrimmage 
¨  Around the Horn Scrimmage 
¨  Press to Steal Scrimmage 
¨  Play Games to 3 
 



¨  Balloon Practice 
¨  Two Ball Scrimmaging 
¨  Circle Scrimmage 
¨  Chaos Scrimmage 
¨  Keep it Competitive and Fun 



¨  Always encourage your athletes to ask 
questions and foster an environment for 
learning.  Sit with the athletes between games 
and talk about the other games going on.  

¨  Coaches do not be afraid to ask, ask, ask!!!!  
Bring a notebook everywhere.  All coaches can 
learn from all situations.   

¨  All coaches need to continually learn and 
improve.  Try to challenge your athletes and 
yourself to improve at least one thing every 
practice, game, film session, etc. 

 


